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HARMONY PRIMER
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As a prelude to my Basslines Lesson 2-adding the chords, I thought it might be a good idea to spend a little time explaining how basic
Jazz harmony is derived and how it can be applied to the guitar. The first thing to understand  about learning harmony and music theory
is scales. Scales of course are melodic, but scales also contain arppegios (aka broken chords) and when tones of a scale are played
simultaneously, we get harmony. Many of you have heard of chord/scale theory, and as we will see, the two are inseparable. Let's begin with
scales. Musicians of all instruments practice scales to obtain flexibility, good intonation and touch, among other things,  The Major
scale in particular is very important not only for its value as a compositional generator and as a practice tool, but as a conveyor of music 
formulas. All melodic and harmonic musical activity can be represented in numerical code. A typical chord symbol like  CMaj7 would be 
1,3,5,7.  These numbers represent tones relative to a major scale built on the same starting note as the root of the given chord.

scale degrees:     1            2             3            4             5            6            7              8/1   

Note: the starting point or name of a scale is called its tonic and is numbered as 1

ex 1

tones 1, 3, 5, 7 of the C major scale-sounded simultaneously= CMaj 7

the major scale may be altered to produce different scales which in turn create new harmonies.
This scale is called Mixolydian and contains the chord  C7  (1, 3, 5,  7) when oriented from note 1

1           2            3           4          5          6              7         8/1

At this point I think it's pretty easy to see how the number system works. however, to really gain control of this stuff you need to
be able to construct scales and/or chords from any pitch. To do that you must be able to construct a major scale from any given note and
alter that major scale with a given numerical formula. Let's take a closer look at the construction of a major scale.
A major scale is a seven-tone scale (as opposed to five-tone, six-tone, etc.). That moves sequentially through the musical alphabet letters
FGABCDEF,  CDEFGABC, etc. from its starting point.  Most kids in music class learn the sound of this scale through the solfege syllables
DO, RE, Mi FA, So LA, Ti, DO. The recognisable quality of this scale comes from its arrangement of half and whole steps.* Time for a little
theory definition here: A step is the measurement of space (also known as interval) from one scale degree to the next. There are two 
classifications; whole step and half-step. A whole step on the guitar encompasses three frets such as C-D or F-G. notice that there's a note
between on the 2nd fret. From the first fret to the second the interval is classified as a half-step. Therefore the half-step is one fret
to the next on the fingerboard (like C-C# or F-F#), while the whole step encompasses three frets (such as  C-D or A-B). All of the alphabet
letters are a whole step apart from each other except the "natural" half-steps between E-F and B-C (both of these are one fret to the next).

C Major Scale

* note: Some theory books use the terms whole-tone and half-tone interchangably or instead of whole-step and half-step

Note: a chord is reckoned from its root
 C in this case is the root or 1
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The Pitces that are most commonly used to construct the scales are as follows*:

A     B     C     D     E     F    G     A     

The notes in between the alphabet letters (known as chromatics) can be spelled as flats or sharps.

A#                         C#            D#                      F#         G#                            
Sharps

Flats Bb                           Db           Eb                     Gb           Ab

A note with two names such as Gb and F# are known as enharmonic equivalents. In some cases the "natural" half steps are also 
spelled enharmonically such as: Cb =B  or Fb = E.

Learning the above will now allow us to build major scales on any pitch by the step process. The formula for a major scale is:

                          W           W          1/2         W         W         W           1/2

1                2                  3                  4                  5                 6                  7                 8/1

Notice that the construction follows the alphabet sequence.. You're always moving up (or down)the alphabet letters in order.
 there's never a question of the next note being a sharp or flat should you need a chromatic to maintain the formula. You'll also begin
 to see your scales take shape with all sharps or all flats when you need chromatics. You've probably heard the expression "sharp keys" and
"Flat keys"-an very interesting organizational phenomenon that will prove extremely useful to us.

Just in case some of the above is still a little unclear (and take heart, this stuff is pretty abstract in the begining)
 I've  included some random major scales for you to look over. analyze them in terms of the whole-step, half-step formula.

W                        W                       1/2                      W                     W                     W                      1/2

W                        W                       1/2                      W                     W                     W                      1/2
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* A#, D# and G# are not commonly used-more on this later.

G Major

Ab Major
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 As you get more of the major scales together you'll notice that your're working with seven sharp scales, seven flat scales along with
 C major that has no accidentals for a grand total of fifteen scales. Remember that our western musical system only has twelve tones.
 These fifteen scales represent the twelve basic notes and three over-lapping enharmonic eqivalents. Theoretically and enharmonically
 you may be called on from time to time to construct a major scale on a pitch such as B# or the like, but the majority of your work will be
 with these primary fifteen scales.  These keep the use of accidentals simple which in turn makes the reading simpler, etc. these fifteen
 scales are the norm.

Now, we''ll begin to look at another way of organizing the scales called the "Circle of fifths". But first, time for some more concept. We've 
been building major scales. The word major also implys tonality which is denoted as major, or minor. Without getting too long-haired
a simple definition for tonality would be: melodic or harmonic activity based on scales. Generally we're working with Major or minor
tonality, though one can become more specific naming the scale type such as "phrygian", implying certain musical attributes. The point is
that the scales we've been writing are also tonal centers known as keys, and key is synonynous with tonality. The "circle of fifths" is an
ordering of the common written keys as well as a listing of the major scales, and therefore the major tonalities represented by these
scales and keys. Holy hell! time for a beer!

W                        W                   1/2                      W                     W                     W                     1/2

W                        W                  1/2                      W                     W                     W                      1/2

Bb Major

C# Major
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You'll notice if you've written all the major scales that the "clock positions" on the circle correspond to the numer of accidentals (1,2 3, etc.).
you've had to add to the major scales (to keep the formula intact) or keys. 

Sharp Keys-clockwise
key of G 1 sharp at 1:00
key of D 2 sharps at 2:00
key of A 3 sharps at 3:00
key of E 4 sharps at 4:00
key of B 5 sharps at 5:00
key of F# 6 sharps at 6:00
key of C# 7 sharps at 7:00

Flat Keys-counterclockwise (think of 11:00 as being a reverse 1:00)
key of F 1 flat at 11:00
key of Bb 2 flats at 10:00
key of Eb 3 flats at 9:00
key of Ab 4 flats at 8:00
key of Db 5 flats at 7:00
key of Gb 6 flats at 6:00
key of Cb 7 flats at 5:00

This brings us to the subject of key signatures, which are a short-cut method to build the scales ( and therefore enableing us to know the 
correct notes when building chord structures or anything else that can be represented by a numerical formula). There's an order to the
sharps and flats in key signatures which can be memorized via a word phrase:

Sharp Keys

__Fine             _Classic      _Guitarists    _Demand       _Accurate       _Execution    _Baby     

If you want to build a major scale from one of the sharp keys: Think the name of the scale (key); then, think of the alphabet letter immediately
preceeding the key (or scale) name. For instance: You're building an A major scale, think down to G, include the sharps from the beginning of 
the word phrase until you get to G ( Fine Classic Guitarists). The key of A has three sharps: F, C, and G. If you plug these three sharps
into the alphabetical sequence of notes written A-A you will now have the proper arrangement of whole and half-steps

     Key of:       G     D         A             E                  B                    F#                         C#

Flat Keys

        _Be               _Ever            _Alert           _During        _Guitar          _Class         _Fool

If you want to build a major scale from one of the flat keys: Think the scale (key) name, Say the flats word phrase up to that point 
and add 1 more flat. For instance: the key of Bb would have two flats, B, and E. The only exception to this method is the key of F, it
only has one flat :B. 

Key of:    F      Bb         Eb            Ab               Db                    Gb                         Cb                                   
Mark White's Harmony Primer P-4
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 you can now construct (with a little practice) major scales in fifteen keys.Don't forget that the key of C is neutral and has no
accidentals at all. You can write them using the whoe-step, half-step method, or you can plug the key signatures into the blank scales
to get the correct accidentals.  Either way, you'll begin to memorize the contents of the scales and to associate the key signatures
with particular keys/scales. Many times on the gig, when musicians call a tune, they might also give you the key by saying "three
flats" (key of Eb) or "one sharp" (key of G). All this major scale business in all keys allows us to construct harmonies in any key
or on any root by interpreting a formula relative to a major scale. So without further ado, here are the harmonic formulas for the 
four triadic types and the eleven primary 7th chords!

All examples are written on the pitch C for continuity and simplicity.
Triads

1, 3, 5 1, b3, 5 1, b3, b5 1, 3, #5

seventh chords

1, 3, 5, 7 1, 3, b5, 7 1, 3, #5, 7 1, b3, 5 , b7

1, b3, b5, b7 1, b3, 5, 7 1, b3, b5, ∫7 1,3,5,b7

1,3, b5, b7 1, 3, #5, b7 1, 4, 5, b7
There are a few other common harmonic structures you might notice as missing from the above.  Major 6 and Minor 6th choreds will become
part of the major and minor 7th  chords in terms of tensions (we'll talkabout these soon!). Another structure, sometimes labeled as 
Minor 7th #5, will also be covered later.
At this point you should be able to construct all triads and 7th chords using the numeric formulas from any root found in the circle of 
fifths! The problem is: Playing these chords on the guitar from the stacked 3rds (particularly from the 7th chords) can be a real "mutha"! We 
need to make these chords "guitar Friendly". Let me introduce you to the "Drop Voicing" concept!  Firstly, the number of chord tones in a chord
determine how many positions a chord can be arranged in. The word position is synonymous with the term inversion. Triads having three notes
have three positions: root position, where the root is the lowest note in the chord; 1st inversion where the 3rd is the lowest note; and 2nd
inversion; where the 5th is the lowest note.

Root Position 1st inversion 2nd inversion

these chords can be placed in any octave higher or lower and the naming of the position will still be determined by the lowest note.

Mark White's Harmony Primer P-5
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The word postion also conveys another descriptive term relative to the spacing of the chord tones. There are two classifications: close
position (sometimes called tight) where in all inversions each note is as close as possible to the next (above or below), and open position
where the chord tones are more spread out. In triadic chords, most modern jazz guitarists refer to open postion triads as spread triads.

close position voicings (triads)

To open (spread) a close position triad, simply move the middle note (or voice) of the chord up or down an octave.

Move middle voice up an octave.

Move middle voice down an octave.

Notice that whether you move the middle voice up or down, you get the same three voicings. There's just a difference in octaves. Try 
moving through the positions of the triads and convert to all types; minor, diminished, augmented in both close and spread formats.
These voicings can be played across, up, and in combinations (diagionally) over the fingerboard.

open position or more commonly, spread triad voicings

You'll notice that I'm using the term voice now in place of note. Each note in a chord is known as a voice. terms like voicing and
voice-leading refer to how we construct and connect harmony.

Now that we have triads under our belt, let''s look at the seventh chords in terms of positions and voicing. A seventh chord has four tones
and therefore four positions (once again regardless of octave register). We'll use C7 as an example, though this method will be the same for
all types of 7th chords.

Root Position 1st Inversion 2nd Inversion 3rd Inversion

If you try to play these voicings on guitar, you'll find them difficult or impossible to play without changing octaves. Even then, they sound
pretty "thin" as well as being really difficult to "grab" quickly. Drop voicings to the rescue! 

Drop voicings are easy to make and are very standard chord forms for the guitar. They sound richer than their close position cousins. they're 
much easier to play physically and "lie" better on the guitar fingerboard. They are widely used by all chord intrumentalists and arrangers.

To construct drop voicings:
1. Each tone in the four-part chord is called a voice.
2. The voices are numbered 1-4, the highest note designated as "1".
3. drop a designated voice (such as 2 or 3) an octave, while leaving the other voices where they were.

The most commonly used drop voicings formulas are: Drop 2, Drop 3, and Drop 2&4.

Mark White's Harmony Primer P-6
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Let's start with the drop 2 voicings. A really large chunk of jazz harmony vocabulary comes from these little rascals. On the guitar,
they can be nicely organized via string groups-I'll show you how in a minute. First, lets see what some typical structures look like.

The four positions of C7 close position The four positions of C7 converted to open-drop 2

You can change the octave and the chord spelling remains the same

A drop 2 voicing always encompasses 4 adjacent strings. We could play the lower version of the chords with the bottom notes up the
 6th string and then transfer to the bottom note on the 5th string, and finally the bottom note on the fourth string as the chords get higher.

You could play all four positionsof the C7 on a single string group (6,5,4,3  5,4,3,2   4,3,2,1)

keep going...

Drop 3 voicings encompass 5 strings and can also be organized by string groups  (6X5432 and 5X4321). there's always a muted string in
drop 3 voicings, the "x" in the string group indicates a muted string.

keep going...

Drop 2&4s can be done with the same method, though they're not as widely used as the drop 2s and drop 3s. Check them out too ! One thing
I'll warn you about these chords: some chord types are possible to play pretty easily, and others are difficult or nearly impossible to play
physically. Go through the possibilities in all keys with all eleven chord types (a big job!). Make a note of the chord voicings you like
sonically and for ease of fingering and start using them in tunes. This is crucial for developing your harmonic vocabulary.
And now,  a mini preview about adding chords to bass lines. These drop 2 and drop 3 voicings are a good place to start, though you can simplify
the structures by using only the guide tones ( chord tones 3 & 7) along with the bass note for creating a three note structure. This 
kind of voicing goes back to "rhythm" style playing and I would suggest you check out some Freddie Green with Count Basie, Jim Hall,
and John Pizzarelli as outstanding practicioners of this style. 

This method utilizes chords played on the bass note or staggered. Staggered

etc.
etc.

Mark White's Harmony Primer P-7
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the main focus is the bass line. Adding the chords adds harmonic definition. Also if you check out the last page of my bass line
lesson you'll get more ideas about muting chords and rhythmic devices. But this Harmony primer is really about getting our 
chords together. I hope this information gets you thinking and doing on the guitar. The harmony continues next lesson with
adding tensions to the basic seventh chords, then quartel harmony, voice leading, Harmonic Plumbing (my substitution and linkage
methods for harmony), comping, and rhythm styles which will lead us back to the bass lines and improvisation! Remember to make this 
theory into music! You must put into practice what you learn! Have fun, and have patience! Here's a little bass line with chords to keep 
you goin' until next time. Try improvising chords where there is just the bass line. Mix it up!

F Blues

Try adding the chords randomly and play some of the chords muted for more rhythmic punch.
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